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2018 Rule Changes

 43 Texas Administrative Code Chapter 2, “Environmental Review of 
Transportation Projects”

 Proposed rule changes published in Texas Register on June 8, 2018.
– One comment received (Texas Press Association)

 Public hearing held on June 26, 2018.
– One commenter (Texas Press Association)

 Texas Transportation Commission approved rule changes on August 30, 
2018 (Minute Order No. 115300).

 Adopted rule changes published in Texas Register on September 14, 2018, 
and took effect September 19, 2018.
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2019 Updates to ENV’s Public Involvement Handbook

 However, most of the public-involvement related changes needed to be 
implemented through updates to ENV’s Public Involvement Handbook, which 
had to be approved by FHWA.

– See 23 CFR  771.111(h)(1), requiring each state to have “procedures 
approved by the FHWA to carry out a public involvement/public hearing 
program pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 128 and 139 and CEQ regulation.”

 TxDOT provided proposed updates to ENV’s Public Involvement Handbook on 
October 9, 2018.

 FHWA approved on April 17, 2019.

 ENV published updated Public Involvement Handbook in May 2019 (Google 
“TxDOT environmental toolkits” and click on the “Public Involvement” toolkit).
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New “Notice and Opportunity to Comment”

 Meeting with Affected Property Owners (MAPO) no longer required.

 MAPOs can still be held, just not required.
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New “Notice and Opportunity to Comment”

 Now we have a “notice and opportunity to comment” (this is what Texas 
statute actually requires – see Transportation Code sec. 203.022(a)).

 Triggers:

– Acquisition of new right-of-way
– Added capacity (no longer an OPH trigger)
– Construction of a highway at a new location (no longer a PH trigger)
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New “Notice and Opportunity to Comment”

 Mail (or email) to:

– Owners of real property that would be acquired
– Adjacent real property owners (added capacity or new location only)
– Affected local governments and public officials (added capacity or new 

location only)
 If public meeting, opportunity for public hearing, or public hearing is held, 

and notice is provided to the above, then no need to do separate notice and 
opportunity to comment.
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New “Notice and Opportunity to Comment”

 Comment deadline of 18 days after mail-out (technically 15-day comment 
period with assumed receipt third day after mailing).

 District staff will prepare a comment/response matrix, just like a public 
meeting or hearing.

 ENV has templates for both the mailed notice and the documentation packet 
that will get uploaded to ECOS.
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New Threshold for Holding a Hearing After Noticing an Opportunity for One

 Previously, a hearing was required if a single request was received after 
publication of a Notice of Opportunity for Public Hearing.

 Now, there must be at least 10 requests (not withdrawn), or a request from 
an agency with jurisdiction.
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Hearing Required for “Substantial Change in Layout or Function”

 Previously, this was a trigger for an opportunity for a public hearing.

 Now, this is a trigger for a public hearing (as a result of new Transportation 
Code §203.023, enacted in 2017).

 Generally defer to project engineer to determine if change in layout or 
function is substantial, but see ENV’s Public Involvement Handbook at pp. 
19-20 for some guidelines.

 However, if the project adds managed lanes, high-occupancy vehicle lanes, 
bicycle lanes, bus lanes, or transit lanes, then it is automatically a 
“substantial change in layout or function” per Transportation Code §203.023 
(enacted in 2017).
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Hearing Required for Adding a Bicycle Lane

 “Bicycle lane” means a portion of a roadway that is designated by striping, 
signing, or pavement markings for the exclusive use of bicyclists.

 Shared-use paths and wide shoulders are not considered “bicycle lanes” for 
purposes of this requirement. 

 Also, the following situations are excluded:

– striping bicycle lanes when the pre-existing roadway already 
accommodated bicycles (does not include widening projects); 

– striping one or more non-continuous bicycle lanes approaching or through 
intersections, driveways, or other conflict areas; or 

– striping bicycle lanes not along, but across a roadway at an intersection to 
allow the continuation of planned or existing bicycle lanes on crossing 
local streets or other bicycle facilities.
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Hearing Required for Adding a Bicycle Lane

 No additional hearing required if project was addressed in a “local hearing” 
held under 43 TAC 25.55, “Comment Solicitation on Bicycle Road Use” 
(requiring every district to annually provide an opportunity for a public 
hearing on district projects that might affect bicycle use).

 The Chapter 25 hearing is not subject to ENV’s hearing requirements, but it 
must be an actual hearing, with a formal presentation and public testimony.

 In ECOS, district environmental staff can just note in the “Comments” box of 
the “Perform Opportunity for Public Hearing (OPH)/Public Hearing (PH)” 
Activity that the project was addressed in a local hearing held under 43 TAC 
25.55, and note the date of the hearing.
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Review of Triggers for 4 Types of Public Involvement Required by ENV

 Notice and Opportunity for Comment

 Public Meeting

 Opportunity for Public Hearing

 Public Hearing
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Review of Triggers for Notice and Opportunity to Comment

 Acquisition of new right-of-way, 
 Added capacity, or 
 Construction of a highway at a new location 
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Review of Triggers for Public Meeting

 District environmental staff determines if public meeting is justified based on 
the project’s type, complexity, and level of public concern.

 Required as part of EIS scoping process. 
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Review of Triggers for Opportunity for Public Hearing

 Acquisition of significant amounts of right-of-way,
 Substantial adverse impact on or abutting real property, or
 Environmental assessment 
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Review of Triggers for Public Hearing

 Ten or more individuals submit a written request for a hearing, or an agency 
with jurisdiction over the project submits a written request for a hearing that 
is supported by reasons why a hearing will be helpful,

 Substantial public interest or controversy, 
 Environmental impact statement, 
 Substantial change in layout or function, 
 TxDOT determines a hearing is in the public interest,
 Bypass of a municipality,
 Chapter 26 of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Code, or 
 Chapter 84 of the Parks and Wildlife Code 
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Environmental Guide Volume 1 and Volume 2

 TxDOT.gov  Inside TxDOT  Divisions  Environmental Affairs 
Environmental Compliance Toolkits

 Or Google “TxDOT environmental toolkits”

 Environmental Guide: Volume 1 Process explains how to set up project in 
ECOS, answer questions on WPD I and WPD II questions, and generate a 
“project work plan” consisting of Activities that need to be completed.

 Environmental Guide: Volume 2 Activity Instructions provides instructions for 
completing the Activities on your project work plan.
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Environmental Guide Volume 1 and Volume 2

 The project classification (CE, EA, or EIS) entered on WPD I in ECOS, and the 
answer to the Public Involvement question on WPD II, will determine which 
public involvement Activities automatically appear on the project work plan 
(WPD III).

 Follow instructions in Volume 2 for these Activities:

– “Perform Public Involvement Analysis”

– “Perform Notice and Opportunity to Comment”

– “Perform Public Meeting” 

– “Perform Opportunity for Public Hearing (OPH)/Public Hearing (PH)”
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